CAROLINA TRACE ASSOCIATION
http://www.ctaincnc.com

MINUTES of May 4th, 2021, CTA BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
David Smoak, CTA President, called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.
ATTENDANCE: 24
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OFFICERS

President and Chair of the Executive Committee

David Smoak

Vice President and Chair of the Security and Safety Committee

Kate Woods

Treasurer and Chair of the Finance Committee
Assistant Treasurer

Ed Nelson

Secretary

Ellen Berg

Absent

Guests
Ernest Patterson

Vince Roy

Ernie Violon

Roberta Wilder

QUORUM CALL – A quorum was reached with 15 directors present and agreeing to this video
conference being a legitimate meeting of the CTA Board.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES – A motion was made to approve the minutes of the April 2021
meeting. This was approved by unanimous consent.
GROUP REPORTS - CTCC Liaison –
Utilities Report – Vince Roy

CT Fire Dept –

PRESIDENT’S REMARKS – Please see attachment #1
FINANCIAL REPORT – Please see attachment #2
CTA is looking for a person interested in filling the position.
SECRETARY- n/a

COMMITTEE REPORTS
Security & Safety – Please see attachment #3-4

Traceway Roads & Maintenance (TRAM) – Please see attachment #5

Trace Lake and Dam Committee (TLDC)-

OLD BUSINESS –
NEW BUSINESS –
Memorial Day
Up for discussion: Adding a requirement for a property to be in good standing with their POA and
all dues/fines/ etc paid for an electronic gate pass linked to the property to be active.
South Gate Fence - Motion made by Burton Witaschek. Voted yes by 13 POAs.

NEXT CTA Meeting – Next meeting is scheduled for June 8th, 2021.
ADJOURNMENT – The meeting was adjourned by the President at 8:20 pm.
Respectfully submitted by,
Ellen Berg, Secretary, Carolina Trace Association
Attachments:
Attachment #1: President Remarks
Attachment #2: Financial Report
Attachment #3-4: Security & Safety
Attachment #5: TRAM Report

CTA President’s Remarks May 4, 2021
1. IAW Article VI Section 1 of the CTA Bylaws, I have appointed Karen West of Laurel Thicket as CTA
Treasurer due to the impending move of Oscar Roberto out of the community. I offer Oscar our sincere thanks for
years of service to our community and welcome Karen into this essential CTA position. I will briefly share with
the community that aside from the infrastructure projects I have previously discussed this year, the two major
events remaining for CTA this year is beginning our annual budget process for 2022 and the difficult task that I
will ask Dan Eastham and two others to perform in searching and nominating the CTA officers for 2022. If any
Director is interested in participating on either of these projects, please contact me.
2.Further details, plans and communication are going to be coming this month as we prepare for the resurfacing
project of Traceway on Jun 7-8. On Monday, Jun 7, at 8 am Traceway will become a one-way road from Hwy 87
to the Cox Mill/Back Gates until 6 pm. As a reminder, we are choosing to apply a thinner preservative coating
instead of the typical asphalt overlays for numerous reasons. This coating will be applied along an entire lane of
Traceway and will take numerous hours to cure. Traffic along Traceway is going to be confined to one lane so the
work can be done quicker instead of spread over weeks. If someone does not follow the proper driving
instructions on those days, it is possible that a serious head-on collision could occur or expensive damage to your
property and the fresh road surface would need to be repaired.
Ernie Violon will be supervising the contractor, Kate Woods will be coordinating the SPA and access issues and
Penny Turner is coordinating the numerous volunteers we need to help ensure this project is a success. Penny
Turner turnerpenny2@gmail.com will need POAs to contact her with their volunteer information. We need your
help! Planned shifts are from 8 AM – 10:30, 10:30 – 1 PM, 1 PM – 3:30 and 3:30 – 6 PM, so between 4-8
volunteers are needed if your POA only has one access point on Traceway. CERT will provide hi-visibility vests,
water and snacks to the volunteers, they will also set up a Net Control operation to check with volunteers by phone
or radio and be available for questions and assistance.
Ideally, we would recommend residents to stay home for those two days and avoid having contractors, deliveries,
etc scheduled for those days. Realistically, we understand that many people will still have to travel and do other
essential activities those days like work, school medical appointments. There will be delays, confusion and
possibly some real-world emergencies those days that could change this entire plan. We hope that by
communicating clearly and well in advance of this event, many of us can plan on staying home, helping our
volunteers or even planning a nice vacation out of the area on those days!
The Country Club will be open on those two days, and we do expect golf cart traffic on those days from those
residents living in locations that will still allow them to drive back and forth to the Club without using Traceway.
For other residents the Club is aware that more members may be using their golf carts, or as an alternative, you
can stage your golf cart at the Club on Sunday and drive it home on Wednesday.
For residents with homes along Traceway, additional flyers will be distributed . There are many different
situations, but in general we would hope that on one day that the contractor applies the coating on your side of
Traceway, then on that day you would park in the median or on the opposite side of the road until the surface is
cured. There have been instances in the past when residents drove over wet coatings and left tracks on their own
driveway or vehicle, we will not be held responsible for these damages. For some homes, this plan may not be
realistic and I ask that you communicate with our leaders that I already named.
3. For June’s remarks I will discuss the transition of the Main Gate reader to the same technology used on the
North & South Gates.

David Smoak
CTA President

Carolina Trace Association, Inc.

April 2021 - Financial Summary

Payments: The major payments this month were SPA for $24,964 and ADS for the cameras at the South Gate for $8,400.
All POAs paid the insurance and assessment bills. Thank you.
Reserve/Capital Funds: Total Reserves amount to $610,311.89.
Oscar Roberto, CTA Treasurer
Ed Nelson, CTA Assistant Treasurer

May Safety & Security Report
The opening of the South Gate has been a success, so far. The bus stop seems to be
performing as expected and the gate itself is as well. During this process and with
the preparations for the new reader at the Main Gate, we have come across some
issues with our security policy that we would like to resolve this month. As a
preface to this, I would like to explain the current situation at our gatehouse.
Currently we have two critical members of our gatehouse staff who have undergone
high risk medical procedures and/or are dealing with major health crises. On top of
that, we have many new hires that just started learning our extensive policies and
procedures. When you combine that with how busy our gates are daily, it is a recipe
for disaster, and we would like to address that.
The first proposed solution is to make the Pandemic Modified Policy for E- Stickers
a permanent policy. Our gatehouse is extremely busy during the day, and we have
found that the modified policy, where residents drop off applications and payment
and are called back later to get their sticker, to increase their productivity greatly and
cause less inconvenience to our residents. It means guards can answer phones and
get visitors through the gate quicker, while inputting paperwork during less busy
times and not ask residents to wait long periods of time for their paperwork to be
processed between phone calls and gate work. We had 300 new stickers arrive last
week, and the guards are working diligently to call those that have already turned in
applications to come pick up their stickers. Please be patient and do not be alarmed
if you have not received a call yet.
The second proposed solution is to encourage residents to email in requests for gate
passes to ctgate@southernprotection.com whenever possible. We have had trouble
recently with unrecognizable names on gate passes either because the caller is
difficult to understand, or because a name happens to be difficult to spell. Emailing
a pass with correctly spelled names means your guests will not be inconvenienced
when they arrive at the gate by a guard not recognizing their name on the pass called
in. Passes that are needed within 12 hours will still need called in to the gatehouse,
but if you have the advance notice to do so, we would appreciate utilizing the email
option whenever possible from now on.
In an effort to prevent misinformation from spreading, should you have any
questions, concerns, or complaints about any Security policy or procedure, please
contact me directly at ctavicep@gmail.com.

The last topic up for discussion is a proposal from Harbor Creek involving property
owners who are delinquent on their assessments. The following is the proposal:
To be included in CTA’s Electronic Gate Pass Policy:
The use of an electronic pass requires a property owner be current with their Trace
Property Owners Association's dues and assessments. If a property owner is not
current with all POAs they are members of, then the owner or anyone residing or
using the property cannot use a Trace Electronic Gate Pass to enter Carolina Trace.
Note: The current rules allow gate passes to be issued for 30 days and apply to
everyone who does not have a current Electronic Gate Pass.
Comment: CTA should review the current Electronic Gate Pass Policy and update it
to include the new addition.
My committee will discuss this at our meeting, but I believe this to be a sound
suggestion. To make this work, a POA Board member would need to inform myself
of the delinquent status of one of their residents. Then we would deactivate the
resident’s e-sticker until a member of the Board informs us the resident is current
again. Some of our POAs have had trouble with non-paying residents in the past,
the catalyst for the creation of our legal fund. I believe this is another way CTA can
enact policy to support the individual POAs and protect the investments of our
residents who diligently pay their assessments. As we all know, an electronic
sticker is a benefit to residents, only access to property is a right, and it should be
treated as such when it comes to the financial well being of our community. This is
something we would like to offer, if POAs wish to utilize it, by no means do all
POAs have to make use of this, we are just providing options.
I do want to reiterate that May is an extremely busy month for our gatehouse.
Contractors will be renewing their stickers, along with the above-mentioned
situations currently ongoing at the gatehouse. If you are able, please wait until June
to purchase your new sticker, as we do not plan to install the new reader for the
Main Gate until July.
In the month of March, the North Gate was used approximately 29,000 times, and
the Main Gate was used approximately 44,000 times. It will be interesting to see the
numbers for the South Gate now that it is up and running.
In the interest of clarification, since I have been harping on the importance of clear
communication, I do want to bring up a recent conversation I had in case any other
residents are unclear. A resident came to me asking about whether they could have

a food truck at a POA event, and how they would go about getting approval. CTA
has no legal authority to restrict your approved guests from entering Carolina
Trace. I want to ensure the security of Carolina Trace to the best of my ability, but
I have to prioritize your rights as property owners. Unless there is legal reason, or
proven criminal activity, our guards cannot turn away a guest called in by a resident.
I want to clarify that, so no one is restricting their activities in Trace based on some
misconstrued idea of our security procedures. We allow delivery services etcetera
as long as they are called in by the resident, and a food truck and other rental
services are no different. All we ask is that you call in the correct pass for the
situation. A guest should be someone you know personally, all other people you
call in should be identified as needing a worker pass when the guards prompt you
for that information.

SECURITY LOG FOR THE MONTH OF APRIL 2021
CATEGORY

WEEK

WEEK

WEEK

WEEK

WEEK

TOTAL

1-3

4-10

11-17

18-24

25-30

ACCIDENT

1

0

0

0

0

1

EMS

1

7

2

3

3

16

PATROL RESPONSE

3

7

7

7

6

30

PATROL HOURS

162

336

336

336

336

1,506

SHERIFF PATROL

8

8

10

10

10

46

SCHEDULE PERMITS

976

1,639

1,472

1,455

1,513

7,055

ACTUAL PERMITS

896

1,473

1,293

1,265

1,313

6,240

UNSCHEDULE GUEST

0

0

0

0

0

0

FIRE ALARM

0

0

0

0

0

0

UNLOCKED DOORS

0

0

0

0

0

0

VANDALISM

0

0

0

0

0

0

CITIATIONS

0

0

0

0

0

0

CTGP

4

9

7

8

3

31

GOLFERS

129

300

346

673

1,831

3,279

CTCC

56

69

211

13

357

706

May Tram Report
Completed
1) South Gate is Open
2) Tree removed North of Chelsea Drive
3) Street signs on North Traceway have been cleaned and straightened 4) Rt 87 curbside has
been cleaned and sprayed.
5)
Dead plants and shrubs have been removed and 28 new plants have been added
between gatehouse and rt 87. Per landscaping committee
6)
Several (20-25) smaller trees have been removed from the sides of Traceway.
R&DMoellers 7) North and South Exits have been sprayed for weeds.
Upcoming
1) Sealcoating Preparation. Any Questions for Ernie? Kate?
2) 5 Trees to be taken down along Traceway. Plus trimming of the tree canopy.
3) Complete re-landscaping of flag area behind gatehouse and old school bus area.
Georgina Kiggins & Peggy Hudson.
4) Build up shoreline is scheduled for mid July
Just an FYI:
North Shore is planning on redoing several culverts with Nu-Pipe. (spincasting) TRAM
still has concerns about culverts that need to be repaired in the near future.
I do not have as of yet an estimate for the three culverts that I looked at with Nu-Pipe.Highland
Woods, S- Curve, North of NS sign.
Combining the work with North Shore, reduces cost of the job with discounts and spitting
mobilization cost.

